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Abstract: The friction and wear behavior of palladium (Pd)-rich amorphous alloy (Pd43Cu27Ni10P20)
against 440C stainless steel under ionic liquids as lubricants, i.e., 1-nonyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis[(trifluoromethane)sulfonyl]amide ([C9C1im][NTf2]), were investigated using a ball-on-disc
reciprocating tribometer at ambient, 100 and 200 ◦C with different sliding speeds of 3 and 7 mm/s,
whose results were compared to those from crystalline Pd samples. The measured coefficient of friction
(COF) and wear were affected by both temperature and sliding speed. The COF of crystalline Pd
samples dramatically increased when the temperature increased, whereas the COF of the amorphous
Pd alloy samples remained low. As the sliding speed increased, the COF of both Pd samples showed
decreasing trends. From the analysis of a 3D surface profilometer and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) with electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) data, three types of wear (i.e., delamination,
adhesive, and abrasive wear) were observed on the crystalline Pd surfaces, whereas the amorphous
Pd alloy surfaces produced abrasive wear only. In addition, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements were performed to study the formation of tribofilm. It was found that the chemical
reactivity at the contacting interface increased with temperature and sliding contact speed. The ionic
liquids (ILs) were effective as lubricants when the applied temperature and sliding speed were 200 ◦C
and 7 mm/s, respectively.

Keywords: metallic glasses; ionic liquids; friction; wear; tribofilm; high temperature

1. Introduction

High friction and excessive wear due to sliding contact in mechanical components such as
bearings and gears can cause undesirable energy loss and early system failures [1]. Lubricants
have been playing a critical role in improving the energy efficiency and lifespan of machinery by
minimizing friction and wear, and they also contribute to sustaining environments by reducing heat,
contaminants, and CO2 emissions [1–5]. Accordingly, the development of advanced lubrication
techniques has become increasingly important in mechanical components. Ionic liquids (ILs) have
attracted significant attention as effective lubricants because of their unique properties such as high
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thermal stability, non-flammability, high viscosity, miscibility with organic compounds, and negligible
vapor pressure [2–6]. These special properties of ILs make them potential lubricants under extreme
conditions experienced in applications, such as internal combustion engines, turbines, hydraulic
systems, compressors, transmissions, bearings, and aerospace applications [2–9].

ILs are room-temperature molten salts that consist of cations and anions [4–10]. It has been
established that when ILs are applied to metal surfaces as lubricants, the inorganic anions make
strong bonds with an exposed contact surface, and the cations form a layer over the anions, thereby
forming an ordered layer structure [8–12]. These ordered layers separate interacting surfaces and
prevent direct solid to solid contacts. Under higher contact load conditions, the ordered layers of ILs
can be broken down and cause tribochemical reactions to occur with the contact surface by sliding
contact [12–17]. The decomposition products of the anions tend to create a protective tribofilm on the
sliding contact surface, which can reduce friction and wear during the subsequent contacts [14–16].
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with electron
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis have been widely used to examine the formation of tribofilm
and the morphology of worn surfaces.

The tribological performance of ILs as lubricants has been widely investigated since 2001 [7]. As a
potential lubricant for engineering applications in extreme conditions, the previous studies of ILs have
been conducted at high temperatures using conventional materials such as ceramic, steel, aluminum
alloys, and titanium [6]. Recently, bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) have attracted increasing attention
as potential materials in surface engineering because of high strength, hardness, excellent corrosion
and wear resistance, and durability [17,18]. BMGs have been used for dry bearings in space, surface
coating materials, cutting tools, sport and medical instruments [17–19]. Despite extensive research on
ILs as high-temperature lubricants, few studies have investigated the tribological performance of ILs
with BMGs. Since both ILs and BMGs have the potential to solve tribological failures and improve
the reliability of engineering applications, our aim is to examine their synergetic effectiveness on the
tribological performance.

In this study, the IL [C9C1im][NTf2] was synthesized and applied as a lubricant to two
metal specimens, Pd-rich amorphous alloy (Pd43Cu27Ni10P20) and crystalline Pd. The tribological
performances of the amorphous and crystalline Pd samples against 440C stainless steel balls under the
IL-lubricated conditions were investigated using reciprocating ball-on-disc friction tests at various
temperatures and speed conditions. The samples were analyzed using an optical profilometer, SEM,
EDS, and XPS to understand the friction and wear mechanisms, and the formation of the tribofilm.

2. Sample Preparation and Instrumentation

2.1. Ionic Liquid

The ionic liquid, 1-nonyl-3-methylimidazolium bis[(trifluoromethane)sulfonyl]amide
([C9C1im][NTf2]), was synthesized and used as a lubricant in this study. The synthesis and
purification details of the IL was given in a previous publication [20]. Figure 1 shows the general
synthesis procedure for [C9C1im][NTf2] [21,22].
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Figure 1. Generic synthesis of [C9C1im][NTf2] with R = C9H19.

2.2. Thermal Stability of IL [C9C1im][NTf2]

A Mettler Toledo TGA2 (Mettler Toledo, Greifensee, Switzerland) was used to characterize the
thermal stability of the ionic liquid under both nitrogen and air atmospheres. Prior to the TGA
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measurements, the [C9C1im][NTf2] sample was purified in the following way. The sample was
dissolved in dichloromethane. Activated charcoal was then added and the mixture stirred for 48 h.
Afterwards, the mixture using acetonitrile was passed through a column packed with neutral activated
alumina. After removal of the solvent, the IL was dried under vacuum at 70 ◦C for 48 h. The measured
water content of the resulting colorless IL was less than 50 ppm, as measured by Karl–Fisher titration
(Mettler Toledo C20 coulometric KF titrator, Mettler Toledo, Greifensee, Switzerland). The purity
of the IL was confirmed by using 1H NMR. The sample mass for the TGA measurements ranged
from 10 to 15 mg in a 70 µL alumina pan. Three dynamic runs from 30 to 600 ◦C at 10 K/min were
performed for each atmospheric condition (N2 and air) to verify reproducibility. It is noted that the
reproducibility in air is typically lower than that in N2 due to additional reactions with oxygen during
thermal decomposition.

Figure 2 shows the measured TGA curves, i.e., the dynamic TGA curves in Figure 2a and the TGA
derivative curves in Figure 2b. The onset temperature, Tonset, was determined at the intersection of the
zero-mass loss baseline and a tangent line through the inflection point. The peak temperature, Tpeak,
is the temperature at the peak in the temperature derivative of the mass loss curve, and the endset
temperature, Tendset, was determined at the intersection of the maximum mass loss baseline and a
tangent line through the inflection point.
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Figure 2. TGA measurement for [C9C1im][NTf2]: (a) Dynamic TGA curves at a heating rate of 10 K/min
under nitrogen and air and (b) TGA derivative curves obtained from Figure 2a.

In addition, the decomposition temperatures at 25%, 50%, 70%, 80%, and 90% mass loss are
reported according to ASTM D3850. Table 1 summarizes the resulting thermal stability in terms of
decomposition temperatures. As observed in Figure 2 and Table 1, [C9C1im][NTf2] had higher thermal
stability in nitrogen than in air with a 20 K increase in Tonset. Based on previous TGA measurements
of on the ILs [CNC1im][NTf2] for N = 3–7 [23], the thermal stability in N2 showed no significant
dependence on the carbon number N, with the average value of Tonset being equal to 437.1 ± 1.4 ◦C,
which is slightly higher than the value of 428 ± 3 ◦C obtained for [C9C1im][NTf2] in this study. The
important point, however, is that the IL [C9C1im][NTf2] is stable and does not degrade under the
conditions at which the COF and wear measurements were made.

Table 1. Thermal stability of [C9C1im][NTf2] in terms of decomposition temperatures.

Tonset (◦C) Tpeak (◦C) Tendset (◦C)
ASTM D3850

T25% (◦C) T50% (◦C) T70% (◦C) T80% (◦C) T90% (◦C)

N2 428 ± 3 463 ± 2 474 ± 1 434 ± 2 451 ± 2 461 ± 2 466 ± 2 472 ± 2

Air 408 ± 10 444 ± 7 457 ± 7 408 ± 4 435 ± 4 447 ± 5 454 ± 5 489 ± 17
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2.3. Palladium-Rich Amorphous Alloy and Pure Crystalline Palladium

The Palladium-rich amorphous alloy (Pd43Cu27Ni10P20) was fabricated by vacuum melting and
water quenching [24] and reshaped into a disc by thermoplastic forming at 355 ◦C. The glass transition
and the crystallization temperatures were measured to be 305 and 430 ◦C, respectively. Crystalline
Pd (99.999%) was prepared by cold rolling and recrystallization. Both amorphous and crystalline Pd
discs were polished with 4000 grit sandpapers to have the desired surface roughness for tribological
tests. Figure 3 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern for the Pd-rich alloy [25], which did not show
crystalline peaks verifying its amorphous state. The XRD patterns were measured using Rigaku Ultima
III PXRD with Cu-Kα radiation.
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2.4. Experimental Procedure

2.4.1. Reciprocating Ball-on-Disc Test: In-Situ Friction Coefficient Measurement

A reciprocating ball-on-disk tribometer was newly developed to enable tribological tests
at high temperatures, by which we could measure in-situ friction coefficients during sliding
contact. The ball-on-disk tribometer is composed of four main parts as shown in Figure 4: (a) A
temperature-controlled sample holder connected to a linear stage (i.e., ZaberTM High Precision
Motorized Stage) that enables horizontal reciprocating movement, (b) a micro-stage to control the
vertical movement of a cantilever to adjust the contact load, (c) a ball-tip holder connected to a cantilever
that has two strain gauges to measure the in-situ normal and tangential forces, and (d) a high resolution
digital microscope (220×) to observe the contacting interface during reciprocating sliding contact tests.
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With this newly developed tribometer, the 440C stainless steel ball (5 mm diameter with a hardness
of 285 HB) made sliding contact over the Pd-rich amorphous alloy and crystalline Pd samples at
the controlled speed and temperature under IL-lubricated conditions. Three different temperatures
were applied to the samples, i.e., ambient temperature, 100 and 200 ◦C. The linear speed of sliding
contact was set to be 3 to 7 mm/s with the test duration time of 60 min, which provides the total sliding
distances of 10 and 23 m, respectively. In this experiment, all tests were conducted under the constant
normal load of 100 gf, the stroke length of 5 mm, and humidity of RH < 30%. Based on the calculated
Stribeck curve factor (HV/W), all tests fall in boundary lubrication conditions [26]. In order to apply
the consistent test conditions, a new steel ball was installed for each test configuration. Each test
configuration was tested five times to obtain reliable statistics.

2.4.2. Characterization of Wear Behavior: Wear Mechanism, Wear Coefficient, and Tribofilm Formation

Prior to the characterization of the wear scar and tribofilm, both stainless steel balls and metal
specimens (amorphous and crystalline) were cleaned with ethanol using ultrasonic bath for 1 min and
dried in air. The morphology of wear tracks and wear coefficients of the metal samples were determined
using the Contour GT surface profilometer (Bruker, San Jose, USA). Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis were carried out to investigate the wear
mechanism and material transfer behavior. The formation of tribofilm and the chemical reactions at the
contacting interface were examined using PHI 5000 VersaProbe X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,
Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, USA). In order to analyze the thickness of tribofilm layer, a depth
profiling technique with an argon ion gun sputtering was employed, where the estimated sputtering
depth was 2.16 nm with a beam voltage of 500 V and sputtering time of 0.5 min. The XPS spectra were
obtained using monochromatic Al Kα X-rays. The binding energy of adventitious carbon was used as
a reference, and its value was 284.6 eV. The MultiPak software (v9.3, Physical Electronics, Chanhassen,
MN, USA) was used to analyze the composition of sample surfaces.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Friction and Wear Behavior at Ambient Temperature: Amorphous Pd Alloy vs. Crystalline Pd with
IL Lubrication

Figure 5 shows the measured coefficient of friction (COF) for the crystalline Pd and amorphous
Pd alloy samples with respect to the sliding distance under the IL-lubricated conditions at ambient
temperature with the constant normal load of 0.98 N and two different sliding speeds of 3 mm/s
(Figure 5a) and 7 mm/s (Figure 5b). The amorphous Pd alloy showed a lower COF than the crystalline
Pd at the tested range of sliding distance and speed, which is in good agreement with our previous
work [25]. In Figure 5, both Pd samples showed a sharp increase in the COF value at the onset of sliding
contact because of the initial contact with the oxide layer and foreign contaminants on the surface.
After completing the running-in behavior, the COF reached the steady-state value. Table 2 summarizes
the resulting steady-state COF values at each test configuration in terms of temperature and speed.
It was observed that the measured steady-state COF for the amorphous Pd alloy sample was 0.19 and
0.12 at the sliding speeds of 3 and 7 mm/s, respectively, whereas the measured steady-state COF for the
crystalline Pd sample was 0.28 and 0.24 at the sliding speeds of 3 and 7 mm/s, respectively. Examining
the COF with respect to the sliding speed, it was found that the faster sliding of 7 mm/s showed lower
COF than the slower sliding of 3 mm/s.
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Figure 5. The measured coefficient of friction (COF) for crystalline Pd and amorphous Pd alloy samples
with respect to sliding distance with the ionic liquid at room temperature: (a) Sliding speed of 3 mm/s,
(b) sliding speed of 7 mm/s.

Table 2. Summary of steady-state COF values for each test configuration.

Temperature
Crystalline Pd Amorphous Pd

3 mm/s 7 mm/s 3 mm/s 7 mm/s

Ambient 0.28 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01
100 ◦C 0.42 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01
200 ◦C 0.44 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.07 0.19 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.01

After the sliding contact tests, the morphologies of the worn surfaces of crystalline and amorphous
samples were analyzed through a 3D surface profilometer and SEM (Figure 6). Comparing Figure 6a
(crystalline Pd sample) and Figure 6c (amorphous Pd alloy sample), it can be observed that the size
of wear track on the amorphous Pd alloy surface was much smaller than that on the crystalline Pd
surface. Furthermore, the SEM images revealed abrasive wear (i.e., clear groove lines in the direction
of sliding contact) as a dominant wear mechanism for both the crystalline and amorphous Pd samples.
However, for the case of the crystalline sample in Figure 6b, the worn surface also produced another
type of wear such as delamination, i.e., flakes and a step or edge like plastic deformation on the wedge
of the grooves. This delamination wear could be attributed to its lower yield strength, which can cause
considerable local plastic deformation and crack propagation during the repeated sliding contact.
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The wear coefficient K was also calculated based on Archard equation, i.e., K = VH/WL (V = wear
volume, H = hardness, W = contact load, L = sliding distance). The wear volume was estimated using
the cross-section profile of wear track, while the hardness values were obtained from the micro-hardness
measurements. The measured Brinell hardness values were 118 and 240 HB for the crystalline Pd and
amorphous Pd alloy samples, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the wear coefficient of the crystalline
Pd (Figure 7a, blue bar) was on the order of 10−2, whereas the amorphous Pd alloy (Figure 7b, blue
bar) showed much lower value on the order of 10−5. It was also observed that the faster sliding of
7 mm/s showed a lower wear coefficient than the slower sliding of 3 mm/s at all test configurations in
ambient temperature.
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Figure 7. Wear coefficient of (a) crystalline Pd and (b) amorphous Pd alloy samples at
different temperatures.

3.2. Friction and Wear Behavior at 100 ◦C: Amorphous Pd Alloy vs. Crystalline Pd under IL Lubrication

Figure 8 shows the measured COF for the crystalline Pd and amorphous Pd alloy samples with
respect to the sliding distance under IL-lubricated conditions at 100 ◦C with a constant normal load of
100 gf and two different sliding speeds of 3 mm/s (Figure 8a) and 7 mm/s (Figure 8b). Compared to
the results from the ambient temperature in Section 3.1 (as summarized in Table 2), when the applied
temperature increased to 100 ◦C, the COF of the crystalline Pd samples dramatically increased and
reached values of 0.36–0.42. Interestingly, the COF of the amorphous Pd sample increased slightly to
0.18–0.20 but still showed low and stable values at the tested sliding-distance range at 100 ◦C. It was
also observed that the faster sliding of 7 mm/s showed the lower COF than the slower sliding of
3 mm/s. First, the higher COF values at 100 ◦C could be attributed to the lower viscosity of ILs at higher
temperatures, which accordingly could make more solid contacts between the ball tip and Pd samples
under boundary lubrication thus causing more friction force. Next, the lower COF at faster sliding
speed would be obtained by less solid contacts at the interface due to a thicker lube film thickness,
which could result in a lower COF value.
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Figure 8. The measured coefficient of friction (COF) for crystalline Pd and amorphous Pd alloy samples
with respect to sliding distance with the ionic liquid at 100 ◦C: (a) Sliding speed of 3 mm/s, (b) sliding
speed of 7 mm/s.
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Figure 9 shows the morphology of the worn surface for crystalline Pd (Figure 9a,b) and amorphous
Pd alloy (Figure 9c,d) samples under the IL lubrication tested at 100 ◦C. Both Pd samples at 100 ◦C
showed wider and deeper wear tracks than those at ambient in Figure 6. This is consistent with the
results of COF measurements in Figures 5 and 8, where the COF measured at 100 ◦C was higher
than the values at ambient. First, comparing the wear tracks between the crystalline (Figure 9a) and
amorphous Pd alloy (Figure 9c) samples at 100 ◦C, it could be observed that the crystalline Pd sample
showed a much deeper wear track than the amorphous Pd alloy sample. Next, compared to the
results at ambient, the wear mechanism at 100 ◦C seemed to be changed. Examining the SEM image
of wear track on the crystalline Pd sample in Figure 9b, it clearly shows the three wear mechanisms,
i.e., (a) delamination (subsurface crack and flakes), (b) abrasion (groove line in the direction of sliding
contact), and (c) adhesion (material smearing marks). Due to the increased direct solid contacts at
lower viscosity at 100 ◦C, the higher contact stress would have developed more material smearing
behaviors and subsurface crack generations, thereby causing more delamination and adhesive types of
wear on the crystalline Pd sample. For the case of the amorphous Pd alloy sample in Figure 9d, the
abrasive wear was still dominant, but the grooves were deeper than those from the ambient test.
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Figure 9. The morphologies of the worn surfaces: (a) 3D topography and (b) SEM image of crystalline
Pd with sliding speed of 3 mm/s and (c) 3D topography and (d) SEM image of amorphous Pd alloy
with sliding speed of 3 mm/s under the IL lubrication at 100 ◦C.

The wear coefficient of the Pd samples after tests at 100 ◦C was also obtained by using the sample
method in Section 3.1. Comparing the measured wear coefficients of crystalline Pd sample between
ambient and 100 ◦C in Figure 7a, it could be found that its wear coefficient dramatically increased at
100 ◦C by ~1 order higher than the value at ambient. As described in Section 3.2, the crystalline Pd
sample showed a wider and deeper wear track through abrasion, delamination, and adhesive wear,
which could result in a higher wear coefficient at 100 ◦C. However, for the case of the amorphous Pd
alloy sample in Figure 7b, its wear coefficient did not show much difference between the ambient and
100 ◦C. Due to its higher strength and amorphous structure, delamination and adhesive wear would be
limited in the amorphous Pd alloy sample, which could result in similar wear behavior at both testing
temperatures. The crystallization temperature for amorphous Pd alloy is about 430 ◦C. Therefore, it is
unlikely that the crystallization will occur during wear testing at room temperature or 100 ◦C.

3.3. Friction and Wear Behavior at 200 ◦C: Amorphous Pd Alloy vs. Crystalline Pd with IL Lubrication

Figure 10 shows the measured COF values for both Pd samples under the IL lubrication at 200 ◦C
with a constant normal load of 100 gf and two different sliding speeds of 3 mm/s (Figure 10a) and
7 mm/s (Figure 10b). First, compared to the results from ambient (Figure 5) and 100 ◦C (Figure 8), the
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crystalline Pd sample at 200 ◦C with the contact speed of 3 mm/s showed higher peak COF values but
more fluctuations with the sliding distance. Considering more wear behaviors on the crystalline Pd
sample at 200 ◦C, the fluctuations of COF values could be caused by rougher and deeper wear track
generation during the repeated sliding contact. On the other hand, the COF of the amorphous Pd
alloy sample showed low and stable values similar to the values at ambient and 100 ◦C. Next, when
the sliding speed increased from 3 to 7 mm/s, the trend of COF for the crystalline Pd sample was
significantly changed. Its COF value increased until the sliding distance reached ~2 m, but thereafter,
continuously decreased. Interestingly, in spite of the lower viscosity of IL lubricants at 200 ◦C, their
terminal COF value became lower than that from the 100 ◦C test. This dramatic improvement of
friction could be attributed to the thicker tribofilm formation on the crystalline Pd sample at 200 ◦C,
more details of which will be described in the following section.
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Figure 10. The measured coefficient of friction (COF) for crystalline Pd and amorphous Pd alloy
samples with respect to sliding distance with the ionic liquid at 200 ◦C: (a) Sliding speed of 3 mm/s,
(b) sliding speed of 7 mm/s.

The morphologies of the wear tracks on both Pd samples at 200 ◦C were also analyzed through
a 3D surface profilometer and SEM measurements. The crystalline Pd sample (Figure 11a) showed
greater and deeper wear than the amorphous Pd alloy (Figure 11c). Next, examining the SEM images
of the crystalline Pd sample (Figure 11b), it showed more subsurface cracks and flakes than those
from tests at ambient and 100 ◦C, which implies that the crystalline Pd sample at 200 ◦C would have
experienced dominant delamination wear during the sliding contact. For the case of amorphous Pd
alloy sample in Figure 11d, it still showed the dominant abrasive wear but had some smearing marks
(adhesive wear) due to more solid contacts at the higher temperature of 200 ◦C.
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Figure 11. The morphologies of the worn surfaces: (a) 3D topography and (b) SEM image of crystalline
Pd with sliding speed of 3 mm/s and (c) 3D topography and (d) SEM image of amorphous Pd alloy
with sliding speed of 3 mm/s under the IL lubrication at 200 ◦C.
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When the sliding speed increased to 7 mm/s, the crystalline Pd sample (Figure 12a) showed more
abrasive wear scars and wear particles than those at lower sliding of 3 mm/s, whereas the amorphous
Pd alloy sample (Figure 12b) showed similar wear morphologies but less wear. Such severe contact on
the crystalline Pd sample at faster sliding of 7 mm/s and the higher temperature of 200 ◦C could make
more chemical/mechanical interactions on its surface, which accordingly could develop more tribofilm
formation. This active tribofilm formation on the crystalline Pd sample could have led to dramatic
friction improvement in Figure 10b.
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Figure 12. The SEM images of the worn surface of (a) crystalline Pd and (b) amorphous Pd alloy
samples with the ionic liquid at 200 ◦C and the sliding speed of 7 mm/s.

The adhesive type of wear found on the amorphous Pd alloy sample could be verified through
SEM/EDS measurement on the tested 440C stainless steel balls as shown in Figure 13. Based on
the EDS data, most material components were Fe and Cr that are the main components of stainless
steel, but Pd was also detected on the ball tip surface, which supports adhesive wear on the contact
surface. The measured wear coefficient at 200 ◦C is shown in Figure 7 (red bar). The wear coefficient of
the crystalline Pd sample slightly increased at the faster sliding and higher temperatures. However,
the amorphous Pd alloy showed the lowest wear coefficient at the sliding speed of 7 mm/s and the
temperature of 200 ◦C.
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Figure 13. The SEM images of the stainless-steel ball with the test conditions: Amorphous Pd at 200 ◦C
and sliding speed of 7 mm/s.

As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, the IL [C9C1im][NTf2] in this study does not degrade at the
testing temperature of 100 ◦C and 200 ◦C. Therefore, the results and discussion for the measured friction
and wear in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 would not be related with the thermal degradation of IL lubricants.
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3.4. Formation of Tribofilm with Respect to Temperature

Compared to the experiments under dry contact conditions, the IL lubrication significantly
reduced the friction and wear on Pd samples, which could be attributed to the formation of a tribofilm
during the sliding contact. In this study, we investigated the thickness of the tribofilm on the Pd sample
surfaces with respect to temperature using XPS. Depth profiling using ion gun sputtering was used to
analyze the surface chemical reactions and the composition of tribofilm. The sputtering depth was
estimated as 2.16 nm using argon ion gun with a beam voltage of 500 V and the sputtering time of
0.5 min.

For comparison, the analysis of the XPS spectra was conducted on the non-contact area for the
crystalline (Table 3a) and amorphous Pd (Table 3b) alloy samples in relation to fluorine (F) and sulfur
(S) peaks that are the elements of [NTf2] anion as a reference. In spite of the cleaning process after the
sliding contact test, F and S peaks were still detected on the non-contact surface area for both crystalline
and amorphous Pd alloy surfaces. After the first sputtering, the F and S peaks were eliminated
completely from the surface of the amorphous Pd alloy samples at all temperature tests. On the other
hand, the crystalline Pd sample tested at 200 ◦C still showed the F and S peaks until the third sputtering
for the crystalline Pd sample at 200 ◦C. This implies that the IL lubricant (especially its anions) might
have diffused more at the elevated temperature of 200 ◦C.

Table 3. The XPS data on the non-contact area: (a) Crystalline Pd and (b) amorphous Pd alloy.

(a) Ambient 100 ◦C 200 ◦C

# of Sputtering F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%)

0 0 4.1 0.1 0.1 2.7 1.8
1 0 0 0 0 2 1.4
2 0 0 0 0 0.9 1.4
3 0 0 0 0 2.6 1.5
4 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Ambient 100 ◦C 200 ◦C

# of Sputtering F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%)

0 4.6 4.7 11.2 3.9 0.6 2.7
1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Next, the analysis of XPS spectra on the crystalline Pd samples was conducted on the contact area
in Table 4 (Table 4a for 3 mm/s and Table 4b for 7 mm/s). Compared to the results of the non-contact
area in Table 3, significant chemical reactions occurred in the contact area of the wear track, and the
magnitude of chemical changes was proportional to the applied temperature increasing with both
temperature and sliding speed. Interestingly, a significant amount of F was also detected at the faster
sliding of 7 mm/s and the elevated temperature of 200 ◦C. This XPS data indicate that the faster sliding
contact at higher temperatures results in thicker tribofilm on the crystalline Pd sample, which could
then be responsible for the decreasing trend COF observed in Figure 10b. Table 5 shows the analysis of
XPS spectra for the amorphous Pd alloy samples on the contact area with a sliding speed of 3 mm/s
(Table 5a) and 7 mm/s (Table 5b). Due to its amorphous structure and higher strength, it showed less
chemo/mechanical reaction than the crystalline Pd sample, thereby having thinner tribofilm formation
and less sensitivity to temperature. After the 2nd sputtering, no F and S peaks were detected on the
contacting surfaces.
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Table 4. The XPS data for crystalline Pd samples on the contact area: (a) 3 mm/s and (b) 7 mm/s.

(a) Ambient 100 ◦C 200 ◦C

# of Sputtering F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%)

0 0 4.9 0 1.3 6.5 3.7
1 0 3 0 1.7 1.7 3.4
2 0 0 0 1.3 0.1 2
3 0 0 0 1.5 0 3.2
4 0 0 0 0.3 0 3.2
5 0 0 0 0 0 2.4
6 0 0 0 0 0 2.1
7 0 0 0 0 0 2.6
8 0 0 0 0 0 3
9 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Ambient 100 ◦C 200 ◦C

# of Sputtering F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%)

0 0 4.6 0.1 1.1 6.7 3.3
1 0 3.2 0 1.9 5.3 2.9
2 0 0 0 1.1 4.6 3
3 0 0 0 1 3.3 2.5
4 0 0 0 0.3 3.5 2
5 0 0 0 0.1 3.6 2.4
6 0 0 0 0 3.5 2.3
7 0 0 0 0 3 2.3
8 0 0 0 0 2.3 1.5
9 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5. The XPS data for amorphous Pd alloy samples on the contact area: (a) 3 mm/s and (b) 7 mm/s.

(a) Ambient 100 ◦C 200 ◦C

# of Sputtering F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%)

0 11.5 5.5 4.6 0.7 0 0.8
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Ambient 100 ◦C 200 ◦C

# of Sputtering F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%) F (at%) S (at%)

0 16.9 5.7 0 0 0 2.3
1 0 1.5 0 0 0 1.5
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. Conclusions

The tribological behavior of crystalline Pd and amorphous Pd alloy samples against 440C stainless
steel ball under the IL ([C9C1im][NTf2]) lubrication was investigated in relation to temperature (i.e.,
ambient, 100, and 200 ◦C) and contact speed (3 and 7 mm/s), where constant normal load of 100 gf was
applied. The COF was measured using the newly developed ball-on-disc tribo-tester in Reference [25].
The wear coefficient was obtained using a 3D surface profilometer, while the wear mechanism was
analyzed through SEM-EDS measurement. The formation of a tribofilm on the contact surface was
verified using the XPS depth profiling technique. First, the amorphous Pd alloy sample showed much
lower and stable COF values than the crystalline Pd sample at all speed and temperature conditions.
The COF of crystalline Pd sample showed relatively large fluctuations with the sliding distance, but it
significantly decreased at the faster sliding of 7 mm/s and the elevated temperature of 200 ◦C due to the
tribofilm formation. Second, abrasion was identified as the dominant wear process on the amorphous
Pd alloy sample, but the crystalline Pd sample included three types of wear, i.e., abrasion, delamination,
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and adhesion. The delamination wear became more dominant on the crystalline Pd sample at the
faster sliding and higher temperature conditions because of severe contact deformation and crack
propagation during the sliding contact. Third, chemical reactions tended to occur on the crystalline
Pd sample thus resulting in thicker tribofilm formation at the faster sliding and higher temperature
conditions, which could be beneficial to preventing further increases in friction and wear during the
sliding contact. In contrast, the amorphous Pd alloy sample showed limited occurrence of chemical
reactions with much thinner tribofilm formation than the crystalline Pd sample. Lastly, from those
tribotests and material characterizations, it could be concluded that the IL [C9C1im][NTf2] can serve as
an effective lubricant for both crystalline and amorphous Pd alloy samples. In particular, its lubricating
performance seems to be more beneficial at higher temperatures and faster contact conditions.
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